What’s New In this Edition
Here at TecAlliance we always appreciate your feedback and constructive criticism. Along with
general improvements in features and bug fixes we picked the best suggestions and incorporated
them in the CCU software for all our customers. The main changes from the last 2 months include:
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Exclude information for article groups on
application level
Coming months you see more and of these icons appear
in the article tree if activated for this
user in the CCU Supervisor Module. These icons mean that no OE data research is available because
the article group has been excluded for the selected vehicle. Examples are Brake Drums which are
not used for modern high performance vehicles and sparkplugs for Diesel vehicles. If you click on the
PM-button you will also get a notification that according to the OE research data this Articlegroup
has been Excluded. Please note that you can still decide to ignore this advice and link articles for this
articlegroup and vehicle. Upon request, TecAlliance can activate the same functionalities for your
own data. You then get the possibility to indicate for your own data whether there is no data
available for a specific vehicle-articlegroup combination.
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Emission Norm in the HMD Information popup
It’s now possible to see the Emission Norm of an application in the HMD Information popup.

You can open the HMD Information popup by clicking on the arrow (marked red):
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Emission Norm in the HMD-Ktyp export
In the export for the HMD-Ktyp we have added also the Emission Norm. From now on, when you
open the Excel file for the HMD-Ktyp export, you will see that the following has been added:

The path for this export: CCU > Reports/Export > HMD / K-/N-Typ export
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Export UPC code as EAN code in the 209.dat
If you are using UPC-codes in CCU you can now export an UPC code as EAN-code in de 209.dat.
Please activate this functionality in the CCU Supervisor Module (ccusv.exe).
Path: CCUSV > Internal tables > configuration > [sheet] Options > [check] Export UPC as EAN

Example:

In the 209.dat this record is now being exported as an EAN-code:
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Copy to Excel button on article linked applications
We have added an Excel button at the Applications tab on the Changing article screen. With this
button you can export the information to an Excel file.

We will in the future add more of these Excel buttons. Those buttons will replace the current
Clipboard button shown as below:

The advantage of an Excel button instead of a Clipboard button is that with the Excel button it copies
the information directly to a temporary Excel file. If you want to keep the Excel file, you can save it
with another name to the directory you want. Another huge advantage for example is that leading
zeros in OE numbers are kept and dashes in modelnames are no longer changed to dates.
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Option to replace NULL by blank
With this option you can replace the NULLs in the database tables to blank values. Normally this
function does not need to be used. This option however is useful when you receive wrong or missing
results in the data checks.
You can open this function by the following path: CCUSV > Special (restricted use) > Blank and trim
SQL fields. Then the following window will open:

To replace all NULLs for blank values, press the 3 buttons: ART, APD and APP. When pressing each
button, wait till it’s done blanking all NULL fields. Now the data in the CCU database is correctly
formatted and the data checks will work.
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